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of former strikers from the northern
Colorado coal fields; who visited the
camps, obtained employment and then
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Preparing for Struggle
AWAY
Trinidad, Col., Sept. IT. Officials
of the miners' union and the operators
busied themselves today considering
CHURCH
COLLECTION HUERTA REQUESTS THAT WAR
IN
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plans to meet the situation that prom- DEFENSE WILL ATTACK RIGHT ROBBED
UNION CONVENTION
of the
to
with
the
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calling
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develop
PURSE
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DATE
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proposed strike next Tuesday, the
THE MEXICAN COAST
AS JUDGES
ITING PRIEST
WALK-OUdate fixed by th'e United Mine Workers of America convention 6T District
No. 15 in the vote taken late yester- WILL
CLAIM
PREJUDICE DETECTIVES
GET
EVIDENCE BUT HE WILL EE IGNORED
DEMAND IS MADE
FORMAL
day. The demands of the men as set
forth in the strike resolutions include:
WIFE OF ACCUSED GOVERNOR THE CONFESSED MURDERER DE- AS LONG AS UNITED STATES CIT- HOURS OF LABOR MUST BE RERecognition of the union.
I2ENS ARE In'dangER THE
WILL BE STAR WITNESS
A 10 per cent wage advance, based
CLARES MURET IS NOT A
DUCED TO EIGHT FOR
on tonnage rates.
PATROL GIES IN
IN HIS BEHALF
COUNTERFEITER
EACH DAY
A 10 per cent wage advance for coke
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ABOVE

IS

ASKED

AND
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day for all classes of labor on the mines and coke ovens.
Pay for all dead work.
Check-weigman at an mines.
Abolition of guard system.
Preparation ior the care of striking
miners and their families when they
lay down their tools occupied the attention of the local
of the United Mine Workers of America today. All strike supplies will be
sent out of Denver. Branch otfices
will be maintained at Trinidad,
and Florence. Near each of
such places tracts have been leased
and tents will be pitched to shelter
the strikers.
Reports that large quantities of
arms and ammunition are being purchased by the miners and are being
shipped in continuo to be circulated,
but the authorities have received no
trace of them. Another report Is that
a large quantity of old fashioned government rifles have been purchased
and will be placed in the hands of
strikers to prevent "strike breakers"
from taking their places. Quiet prevails in the camps of the district and
all mines are working full time.
An
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Mexican Flags Pulled Down
Brownsville, Tex., Sept. 17. United
States soldiers yesterday hauled down
Beveral Mexican flags at a Mexican
independence day celebration, about
40 miles from here on the American
The Mexicans
side of the border.
then raised an American flag. Residents of Pharr, Texas, also pulled
down Mexican flags until the Mexicans raised one American flag.
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SENTENCE FOR
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DIGGS AND CAMINETTI TO ATONE
BLUE AND GRAY MARCH
FOR CRIME IN SAN QUENTIN
Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 17. An
PRISON
unofficial order conveyed by some
unknown person to Colonel L. T.
Dickinson, adjutant of the N. B. Forest FORMER GETS TWO
YEARS

camp of Confederate veterans,
pre
vented that camp from participate
in the G. A. R. parade today. Thirty
Confederate veterans, clad in gray,
were ready to march with Colonel H.
Anson and Forsythe Post 15, of Toledo, of which he Is commander. Great
disappointment was expressed by both
Union and Confederate veterans and
an investigation has been instituted.
The order purported to come from
Cofmander-in-Chie- f
Alfred Beers, of
the G. A. R., but General Beers emphatically denied any knowledge of
it.
Half a doben Confederate veterans
in gray uniforms, were taken "prisoners" by Union veterans during the
progress of the parade, and amid
shouts of laughter, forced to participate in it, being heartily cheered by
spectators.
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men, women and children, combined with the highest possible quality for your money, is the keynote of the popularity of the Rosenwald store every
in wearing apparel for
. .
l
Jr
!ll Luc .1
j
in an garment!, nc win
pieastu 10 nave you inspect the new
garment guaranteed in style ana quaniy ana eacn possessing inai uisnnct lnuiviauauty so mucn uesirea
styles, whether you wish to buy or not.

'

1

m

I

.

effects
The popular thing in coats is the full length
with the closed collar then there are a number of models more
on the order of novelties, yet not conspicous but very dressy
and desirablethese garments must be seen to be appreciated.
Prices range from $15.00 to $45.00.
effects are also very much in demand in suits
The
some models reaching nearly to the knee in the back and cut
away quite to the waist line in front Mandarin sleeves are
much in evidence and are proving strong favorites.
Among other makes, we are showing a beautiful line of the
famous "Wooltex" suits, which are positively guaranteed for
two seasons. Prices $12.50 to $50.00.
ay

cut-a-w-

Dresses, both Silk and Wool are especially attractive this
season and come in such a variety of styles it is difficult to name
the popular style features, though the draped effects and
are very strong. Prices $7.50 to $45.00.
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would not appeal. It offers a palpa
ble, personal, humanized God, easy of
access and certain of dictum. And
millions of people desire that kind of
God, and He holds them from sin and
thus He holds the world from chaos.
Others In this earth require a more
sublimated God. They are held in

by an imminent essence, imper
and reached only through aspi
and nobility of life. This God
these men in leash, and holds
their world in order. Different men
need different expressions of the same
God; different classes, different nahate red fct the postolfice at Last
tures, different races, see in the force
ui V.!:;us, New Merico, for trans outside themselves pulling the world
mission through the United States
onward and upward, the God they
class matter.
.nails is
can understand. The Catholics see
their God, and their dogma, and it
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
suffices them. But, to attack their
Dally, by Carrier
God, to take away from them the
J 05 faith that underlies their life, to attack
Copy
15
one Week
the Catholic church from the outside
65
; m
Month
because one cannot agree with some
...$7.50 of its tenets, because they seem ridi
n.i Tear
Daily, by Mail
culous to someone, is a vast error.
$6.00 The murder of the woman "by the
tjp Year
h;j Months
Catholic priest proves nothing against
the Catholic church, except what has
been proved over and over again
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
through the ages against all churches
GROWER
men and wom
$2.00 and all religions: That
One Year
weak and frail wherever they
en
are
bit Months i
are found but probably not so weak
and frail as they would be if there
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip were no religion if God had not manitions.)
fested Himself to them in some form.
KeiiiH Ijv draft, check or money or
On the other hand, it would seem to
der. If st ui otherwise we will not be a mistake for the authorities of
ba respond, ble for loss.
the Catholic church immediately to
set out to prove that this murderer
Specimen copies free on
was not a priest. What if he was?
He was only one of thousands in the
AT priesthood, and the fact that but one
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
in thousands has been found to be
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
weak
and wicked is rather to the credPAID FOR
it than the discredit of the Catholic
as a body. An alibi is not the
the clergy
Advertisers are guaranteed
best defense of the church. Christ
largest daily and weekly circulation made the best answer: Let him that
of any newspaper in uorthern New
is without sin cast the first stone.
4. M. PADGETT
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The new styles in millinery
were never more attractive
and more generally becoming
than this season. We are
showing a beautiful variety of
the season's best styles, including the famous GAGE
Hats, which we would be
pleased to have you see and
try on. Prices $1.75 to $15.00

with our own "specials" offers an
unequaled variety of styles including all the most desirable models of
the season. These we carry in all
widths from "A" to "E" and all
sizes.
All the popular leathers and velvet
are well represented in neat and
The values posidressy models
tively are the best for the money.
Prices $2.50 to $5.50.
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NOT?

Under the caption of "Why Not?"
Jefferson Raynolds, in a communica
tion to The Optic, suggests the build
1913
SEPTEMBER
17,
ing of the Las Vegas irrigation project
WEDNESDAY,
by the Las Vegas grant board, which,
it will be remembered, was authorized
A SAD BUSINESS
by the last state legislature to invest
The murder of a woman, evidently its money in such an undertaking.
his mistress, by a Catholic priest in Mr. Raynolds invites discussion of the
as folNew York,
bring matter. His communication is
naturally will
lows;
opprobrium upon the clergy in general
To The Optic: It is reported that
and upon the Catholic priesthood in
have an extenparticular. Yet !ie incident, sad as the Salt Lake parties
sion
on
of
their
time
option to conit is, proves only an old red obvious
which
reserovir
struct
the
Las
Vegas
thing: That there aro bad men in
1.
October
on
will
limitation
by
expire
every walk of life. There are bad
it
when
not
arrived
the
time
Has
bdd
ministers
and
Catholic
Protestant
further
must
without
delays?
built
be
clergymen, says 'William Allen White
Many of our citizens have always
in his Emporia Gazette. Goodness or
Its construction by the grant
badness docn not follow lines of any favored
have deferred to the opinbut
board,
sect or creed. And there are good
ions of others who believed ii best to
find
bad clergymen
clergymen
enlist outside parties. But why?
Catholic and Protestaat, Jost as there
Whoever builds it must engage the
are good and bad lawyers and doctors
of expert engineers and aiso
services
and carpenters and Stouj niasona, n reliable contractors. If built
by outall the denominations of all religion's, siders
If built
and
this
must
do
they
Naturally this murder will give by ourselves we must do the same.
those people who Imagine vain thinus If built
by outsiders they expect to
about the Catholics an opportunity make all
they can out of it and would
to cry "Behold the truth!" And yet, be tempted at least to slight the work
their, truth is only a half truth
a great deal more than we who own
equally true of any form of religion. it and live here and. expect to prosper
The Catholic church has its needed by having the work properly done.
pluce in the scheme of tilings on this
I do not regard the responsibility
earth. It reaches people to whom the of get
it properly none a possible
doctrines of many of the churches hardship to anyone because that re
.
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ULTRA SHOES FOR
WOMEN

NEWEST HANDBAGS'
the newest and best shapes in

Leather, Velvet and Moire Bags are
now on display you'll find many
styles to interest you from the plain
leather bag up to the finest Moire
and Leather novelties. Price $3.50
to $10.00.

STAMPED GOODS
are showingthe popular"Kew-pie-

"

dolls in different sizes also
"Kewpie" designs in Royal Society
stamped patterns in good variety.

SHIRTS AND UNDERWEAR
We are showing a full and complete line of Wilson Bros, shirts and underwear. These garments reach the highest perfection of the manufacturers'
"kill and come in such a variety of styles and qualities that all
may be suited

sponsibility devolves almost entirely
upon the engineer. There is a responsibility, to be sure, in getting the
proper engineer and contractor, but
who would not be willing to assume
that risk in order to- - see something
doing on the proposition?
I write this in order to get the
public attention directed to this im
portant work and request in the most
kindly spirit that any opposition to
the enterprise be expressed frankly
over the signature of the writer.
There will be matters of detail, of
course, but the grant board can attend to these matters Just as intelligently as any outsiders. If not, the
court can appoint a commission of
citizens who are capable of doing it.
Respectfully,
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS.

CURRENT

MAGAZINES

Successful Woman's Start In Busi
ness
In the October Woman's Home Companion a successful business woman
tells how she made her start. She
was a widow and was left with children to support. Her husband, Archie
Haines, left a running business at the
time of his death, which, if it had not
been continued, would have netted
very little real cash for the family
to live on. Following Is an extract
from the story, showing how she made
her start:
"My aimless walk had brought me
to Archie's office.
" 'Oh, Mrs. Haines,' said Miss Blake,
Archie's
'something
stenographer,
very important. has come up, and your
father's off buying wheat, and I can't
reach him by wire or telephone. You
know about the option on the Ross
land, out by the Falls. The Conroys,
whose barrel factory burned down last
week, have decided not to rebuild
along the railroad tracks, but outside
the city limits. Everybody who owns
a foot of ground Is after them, but I
think we have the best site of all. If
only your father were here.'
" 'Did Mr. Haines want to sell the
Ross land for a factory?' I asked.
" 'Yes. There's more land than the
Conroys can use; but if we got one
others
factory located out there,
would follow. And what Mr. Conroy
would pay '
" 'Why, Mabel Conroy and I went
to school together. I know Mr. Conroy very well. If I sent you down
there to see him, perhaps '
"The upshot was that I went to see
Mr. Conroy, armed with figures and
arguments provided by Miss Blake.
But I did not use tliese until the end
of the interview. Mr. Conroy was so
nice and fatherly that I caught myself
telling him, not how desirable tha
Rosa Bite was, but how much I wanted
the manage my own affalrr.
" 'I've got to support Archie's children,' I said at the finish. T can't
turn them over to my father and
mothor. They're mine, and in years
to come I want them to feel that I
took their father's place as well as I
could.'
"'Do you mean that you are going
to keep Archie's office . open?' Mr.
Conroy asked.
"'I can't tell yet; but I know that
most of Archie's money is tied up in
this option and I must get it out for
the children. Here's' the blue print
and I've ordered a good rig to take
us out. Will you go?'
"It was not a very businesslike pro- -

MEN'S NEWEST NECKWEAR
We are seowing a beautiful line of new neckwear in all the most desirable
conciets. The new Velour
is the latest craze and comes in a
'arge variety of styles. See these novelties.
four-in-ha-

South SidBa3a

1862

ceeding, but it turned out all right.
When father returned Mr. Conroy
was ready to close the deal for ten
acres, I had learned the difference between a sale and an option, and several manufacturers had learned that
the waterpower on the Ross land was
worth more than railroad sidings.
"That was the way my business ca-

Friends Expected Her to Die
"I sincerely believe my life was
saved in the Fall of 1910 by using
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,' writes Mrs. Agnes
"I was
Booth, Tonawanda, N. Y.
taken with diarrhoea followed by an
attack of acute indigestion. Power of
the pen fails to portray the agonies I

endured. My friends expected me to
die as I had been unable to get relief
for so long a time. This remedy went
FOREST NOTES
directly to the seat of the trouble and
Two million trees will be planted on cured me in a few hours time." For
the national forests in Utah, Nevada, sale by all dealers.
Adv.
and southern Idaho during 1914.
Makers of small hickory handles
GERALDINE FARRAR SAILS
for hammers, chisels, and the like, are
Paris, Sept. 17. After having spent
now trying to use the waste from a
few weeks here, conferring with
mills: which, make hickory spokes and
dressmakers and modistes and devot
pick and ax handles.
ing her spare time to tile studying of
There is much waste in getting out her role in "Jullen" with the com
the flawless white oak necessary for poser,
Charpentier, Miss Geraldlne
tight barrel staves. The forest ser- Farrar, of the Metropolitan Opera
vice is trying to get manufacturers company, sailed
today for New York.
of parquetry flooring to use some of
Miss Frances Alda, another mem
this waste.
ber of the Metropolitan Opera com-janThe United State consul at Aberalso sailed for New York today
deen, Scotland, things that American but on a different steamer. Previous
manufacturers may have a chance to to the beginning of the
operatic seacompete in furnishing staves for fish son Miss Alda intends to make a
barrels. There has been a recent rise short concert tour
through some of
in the price of spruce and fir staves the
principal cities of the United
from Sweden and Scotland.
States.
Four new state forests have recently been added to those in Hawaii,
Swellings of the flesh caused by Inmaking 27 in all, with an agregate
cold, fractures
of the
of 683,101 acres. Of this amount, 67 flammation,
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheuper cent belongs to the territory, the matism can be relieved by applying
rest being private land administered BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. . It
should be well rubbed in jover the part
by the territorial forest oflcers.
affected. Its great healing and penetrating power eases the tiain. reduces
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism swelling and restores natural condi
You can do so by ridding yourself tions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid
Adv.
reto
acid
uric
allow
poisons
neys
main in the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and aching joints follow. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently build
up the kidneys, restore their normal
action and keep the uric acid crystals
out of the blood and body. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and: Red Cross Drug
reer began."

.

Store.

Adv.

OFn r.pnco

GERMAN LUTHERANS MEET
Kalispell, Mont, Sept. 17. This
city is entertaining for three days
the annual convention of the German
Lutherans of Montana.
Delegates
from all parts of the state are attending the sessions, which iare presided
over by Rev. M. Hudtloff of Butte.
When the bowels feel uncomfortable and you miss the exhilarating
feeling that always follows a copious
morning operation, a dose of HER-BINwill set you right in a couple
of hours. If taken at bedtime you
get Its beneficial effect after breakfast next day. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
MONEY FOR COTTON WAREHOUSE
New Orleans, Sept. 17. Three million dollars worth of bonds will be
advertised for sale tomorrow by the
dock board. This money is to be us
ed for the erection of the largest
bonded warehouse in the south and
probably the largest in the world to
be devoted entirely to cotton.

Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
No man with a family to sunport
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
need he fe?r it with such a remedy at
An honhand as Foley Kidney Pillsest medicine, safe and reliable, costing little but doing much good, Foley
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
rheumatism, tone up the system and
restore normal action of kidneys and
Red
bladder.
O. G. Schaefer and
-

Cross Drug Store.

Adv.

nonr.
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'Frankel' suits and overcoats offer the best possible value for your money-m- ade
along the newest style lines from pure wool fabrics, by the best tailors
to be had, they possess, all the style and quality possible in
any garment.
They look well, wear well and keep their shape to the last. We are showing
an excellent variety of patterns from which to choose. Every
garment unconditionally guaranteed to give satisfactory service. Prices $15.00 and $20.00

S.os&mmm s dm
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Furnishings

"KEWPIE" DOLLS AND
We

.
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Men's Overcoats, Suits and

All

Las Veds'Loading Store

fr

Mexico.

.1

NEWEST MILLINERY

Women's Coats, Suits and
Dresses
cut-a-w-

a.

How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease result

sion.
Some of the best authorities
on electric light in New England are

fatally before medicine can be obtained or a physician summoned. It
i3 easily cured when the proper remedy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of Mt. Collins, N. Y., says: "When my
husband had cholera morbus last summer he used
Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
it cured him promptly." Every family should keep this remedy at hand.
It only costs a quarter. For salo by
Adv.
all dealers.

present and are scheduled to read papers on the subject, of electric lighting and kindred subjects.

Foley Kidney Pills cure obstinate
cases of widney and bladder trouble,
rheumatism and lumbago, because
they remove the cause. You can not.
take this honest curative medicine into your system without getting the
right results. Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
VETERANS

AWAilT OPENING OF WILL
Kentwood, La., Sept. 17. A sensation Is expected to follow the probating of the will of William Williams,
the wealthy farmer, who killed himself two weeks ago. According to reports, which have leaked out, some
of the most unusual dispositions will
be made of the property. The will
Is to be made public tomorrow.
Williams left his bed at midnight and

GATHER

AT ROANOKE

Roanoke, Va., Sejt. 17. With hundreds of gray-claveterans and their
friendB in attendance, the annual reunion of the grand camp, United Confederate Veterans of Virginia, began
in this city today. Appearances indicate that the encampment, which
will last three days, will be one of
the most enthusiastic gatherings the
veterans of the Old Dominion
have
held in years. Roanoke is elaborately decorated for the occasion.
d

going into the barnyard nearly severed his own head with a razor. He
HOW'S THIS
Is believed to have been insane as
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rethe outcome of pellagra.
ward for any case of Catarrh tbat
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Yellow complexion, pimples and dis- Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,' Toledo. O.
figuring blemishes on tha face or
We, the undersigned, have known
the liver, which Is torpid. HERBINE
body can be gotten rid of by doctoring F. J. Cheney for the past .15 years,
Is a powerful liver corectant. It puri- and believe him perfectly honorable
fies the system, stimulates the vital in all business transactions and finorgans and puts the body in fine vi- ancially able to carry out any obligagorous condition.
Price 50c. Sold by tions made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Central Drug Co. Adv.
'

'

ELECTRIC

LIGHT MEN MEET

Burlington, Vt, Sept. 17 The fifth
annual convention of the New England section of the National Electric
association opened here today at the
Hotel Vermont for a three days' ses

Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
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Office With the San Miguel National Bank
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ARMY TO

POPE'S

BE MADE

ter of the Sacred hospice, who is the
the
head of the Ruspoli family;
Standard Hearer of the Holy church,
and
the head o the Fatrizi-Montor(he Marshall of the Conclave, the
head of the Chigi.
of the Delia
To that warrior-popRovere house, Julius II, who "threw
the keys of St. Peter into the Tiber,
saying that he had more need of the
sword of St. Paul," who built the Castle of Ostia and fortified the Monastery of Grottaf errata, and who was
hoisted up in a basket to inspect the
siege works of Bologna, the formation
of the famous corps of the
Swiss
was
due.
guard
The bellicose Pontiff in October,
1503, enlisted two thousand men, who
were officially described as "Praetorian Guards of the Pope's person and
palace," but only two hundred came
to Rome under the command of Gas-pa- r
de Silenen, a nobleman of Lucerne, who remained at, the papal
court till his death. The Swiss guard
was destroyed almost to a man in
the famous sack of Rome by the constable of Bourbon in1527. It was reorganized In 1548 and since then has
never ceased to exist with two notable but temporary exceptions of the
French occupation of 1793 and 1809.
The Swiss guard now number only
about seventy, and are recruited
equally from the Catholic German
and French cantons of Switzerland.
The Palatine guard formerly was
composed of members of the upper
middleclass, but it is now recruited
from among shopkeepers and small
tradesmen, belonging to Catholic
clubs and societies in Rome.
It Is not quartered inside the Vatican, hut receives an Indemnity for
expenses and uniforms and Is only
called upon for great functions or
Important events, such as a canonisation In St. Peters, or the visit of a
foreign ruler to the Pontiff. Its commander holds the rank of general, and
until lately this position was entrusted to Count Camillo Pecci, nephew of
Pope Leo XIII.
The Papal Gensdarmes owe their
origin to the time when Pius VII was
in exile after having been kidnaped
and taken to France by a general
obeying the 'instructions of the great
Bonaparte. Forced to submit to the
will of Napoleon, he had as guards
the French Grenadiers, who, however,
he admired greatly. When Pius VII
returned to Rome he constituted a
bodyguard for himself, which he called the "Papal Carabineers," wearing
the same uniform as Napoleon's
and being composed of men who
bad served under the emperor.
himself took a great interest
In this body, but he did not like the

Tells Consumptives
How Ee Got Well
Tuberculosis Is said to be curable by
simply living in the open air and taking
an abundance of fresh egga and milk.
Undoubtedly, Bome persons ure benetlted
In tbls way; but the appropriate remedy
for Consumption Is Eckmau's Alterative.
Do all you possibly can to add to strength
and increase weight; eat wholesome, nourishing food, and breathe the cleanest and
purest air then, to the sensible things of
ri?ht living, add the tonic and beneficial
effects of Ecknian's Alterative. Read what
It did In this case:
405 E. Dth Ktreet, Wilmington, Del.
"Gentlemen : In January, luos, I was
taken with liemorrhiiges of the lungs. My
physician, oue of the leading practitioners,
said that it wus lung trouble. I took eggs
and milk In quantities, but I got very
weuk. The doctors said I would not gain
In weight as long as I stayed In the store;
but I kept on working aud prayed each
day that I might get well. I believe my
prayers were answered, for Mr. C. A.
my employer (LIripIncott & Co.,
Department Store, 80(1 to 314 Market street,
Wilmington, Del.), had learned of a remedy called Ecknian's Alterative that had
done great good, and upon his recommendation I began taking it at once. This
was about June, 1908. I continued faithfully, using no other remedy, and finally

e

OVER
THE SWISS AND OTHER GUARDS
ARE TO BE MORE SATISFAC
TORILY ORGANIZED
of
Sept. 17. In consequence
a eries of incidents, the most recent
olwhich was the mutiny of the Swiss
Lome.

are togiards, the Vatican authorities
the
tiny
reform
to
steps
day takinug
lift historic army under their control,
300
though consisting of less than
Jen, the armed forces of the Holy
comprise five different corps.
Swiss
They are" the Noble guards, the
Gensdarmes
Palatine
guards,
guards,
i'iremen, or as they are called,
'Guards of the Fire."
The most important of these is the
Noble guards. Constituted as it is
back
today, this organization dates
to a little over one hundred years.
The predecessors of the Noble guard.
however, first came into existence in
1484, having been organized as a papal
guard in the time of Innocent VIII.
in
They were, however." disbanded
1798 when Pius VI was carried off to
France, whence he never returned. In
1801 an agitation was started in Rome
among the aristocracy again to form
a bodyguard for the Pontiff, and an
address was sent to Pius VII offering
their services gratuitously. To this
Pius replied by message from his secretary of state, dated May 11, 1801,
which may be called their act of foundation, and which provided that the
corps consist 6f 60 individuals, men
and officers. Now they are reduced
to about 50 and their command, which
was hereditary in the Barberini and
Altierl families, has lately passed to
the Rospig.Iosi, the present commander being Prince Camlllo. The American connections of this family are notable, Prince Camillo having two sons,
both of whom married American girls.
The wife of one was Miss Ethel Julia
Bronson, of New York, while the other
made Miss Mildred Haseltine his wire.
The Aospigliosi are very proud of
having had the commnndership of the;
Noble guard conferred upon them, as
thereby they take rank with the five!
other houses which hold hereditary
positions at the Papal court. These
are the two
of the
Papal throne, namely the heads of the
Orslni and Colonna families, deadly
rivals in the Middle Ages; the mas
;

,

princes-assistant-
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Self Help

For Nervous Persons
Can often be achieved by a simple change of food and
drink.
,
is caused by coffee drinking eminent
having demonstrated that the coffee drug,

Much nervousness

medical authorities
caffeine, is a definite nerve poison to many persons

has no food value whatever, and is a deceitful
friend. Under its .use the nerves first become irritated; then
so sensitive and "on edge" that a slight variation from general health often appears most serious to its victim.
However, Nature responds quickly to common sense treatment, and right living frequently does more than medicine.
So, if you value peace and comfort, try this easy experiment.
well-mad-

e

made from prime wheat has a JavaThis pure
like flavor and a fine dark brown color which changes to rich
golden brown when cream is added.
food-drin- k

It contains the genuine nourishing elements of the grain,
but is absolutely free from the coffee drug, or any other harmful ingredient.

Postum

comes in two forms.

Regular Postum must be well boiled.
Instant Postum is a soluble powder. A

spoonful dissolves quickly in a cup of hot water and, with cream and
sugar, makes a very palatable beverage insta.ntly.
Thousands have been wonderfully benefited by using
tum instead of coffee

.

"There's a Reason"

Company.

j

j

name given to it and he, induced the
Pontiff to change it into that of gens
darmes.
Nowadays, the Gernsdarmes are rc- cruited almost entirely from amonj
retired Carabineers of the Italian ai-- j
my and their commander, Count
was formerly a police official
of the Italian government. They num-ibe- r
rather less than one hundred and
they do almost the entire police work
inside the sacred palaces.
Finally, there Is the body of Fire-- j
men, composed of about 30 men well
trained and prompt, who hovever, on
several occasions have not despised
the assistance of their fellow 'firemen
of the king of Italy.
VETS PARADE IN CHATTANOOGA
Chattanooga. Tenn., Sept. 17.
Feeble with the weight of years, but
with something like the old enthusi-- l
asm with which they battled in this
vicinity half a century ago, several
thousand survivors of the civil war
made their annual march today
through the gayly decorated streets
of Chattanooga. The parade marked
the formal opening of the fortyseventh national encampment of the
G. A. R. For two hours the blue-claveterans who came ont. of Chattanooga, Lookout Mountain and Mission
ary Ridge; of Stone River and Chicka- mauga; of Fredericksburg and Antietarn; of Gettysburg and the Wilder
ness, and' some who participated In
the panorama of war from, Sumter to
Appomatox, marched in martial array
before thousands of cheering specta
tors, among whom were many of those
whom they had faced on the battlefields of the 'GOs. The parade was reviewed by Commander-in-Chie- f
Beers
and his. staff, official representatives
of the state of Tennessee and the
city of Chattanooga, and many Invited
guests.
CROCKER'S BRIGADE REUNION
Clarlnda, la., Sept. 17. Many civil

Coffee

Stop coffee entirely and have hot,

noticed the clearing of the lungs. I firmly
believe Eckmau's
Alterative
saved my
life. I sent my spittle later to the State
Btfard of Health to be examined for tuberculosis bacilli, and none were found. My
mother died from Consumption when 1
was about two years old.
"I make this statement so that others
maj, 'turn of the wonderful merits of
Eckman's Alterative. I regard my recovery as belli miraculous."
JAS. SQUIRKS.
(Sworn Affidavit)
Ecknian's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
E. G. Murphey and Central Drug

Pos-

war veterans were present today at
the opening of the seventeenth biennial reunion f Crocker's Iowa brigade. The reunion will continue over
tomorrow.
REFRIGERATION
Chicago, Sept.

CONGRESS
third inter-

ItThe

national Congress of Refrigeration,
in which 42 countries In all parts of
the world are represented by more
than five thousand delegates, Includengiing manufacturers, scientists,
neers, Ice producers and dealers in
all kinds of produce which depend
upon refrigeration to prevent enormous waste, was opened here today
by Acting President Dr. Frank W.
of
Gunsaulaus.
Secretary Houston
the department of agriculture, who
is the honorary 'president of the congress, delivered the opening address
and also presided at the ceremonies
attending the opening of the refrigeration exhibition which is held, In
conjunction with the congress, at the
of the
international Amphitheater
Union stock yards. The exhibition Is
'
unusually large and
comprehensive
and shows the marvelous progress
that has been made in the construction and equipment of ice and refrigerating plants. The exhibit of the
United States government Includes
0
an enormous Ice box which cost
to build and which Is believed
to be the largest Ice box in the
world. Among the foreign
exhibits
the Russian exhibit is particularly
laree and interesting, which is due to
the fact that the Russian government
is taking great interest In the matter
and, through its delegates, will make
an effort of having St, Petersburg
designated as the place for holding
the next congress.
$10,-00-

id
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BE GOOD

YEAR

FOR

INTERNATIONAL
YACHT RACES
WILL BE ONE OF THE IMPORTANT FEATURES
New York, Sept. 17. Another international sport competition has been
added to the already lengthy list of
1913, with the playing of the United
States open golf championship tournament at Brookline, Mass., this week.
Owing to the entry of several of the
leading profissionals of England and
France, the tournament nas attracted
e
unusual interest this year and
arrangements have been made to
accommodate a record entry and gallery during the four days of play at
the Country club course. So keen is
the desire to witness the foreign players in competition with the best of
America's professionals that the original" arrangements for the tournament
had to be revised in order to meet
the new demands.
According to the latest estimates
more than 150 entrants are assured
and a daily gallery in excess of 5,000
will follow the players, providing favorable weather conditions prevail.
The presence of Wilfrid Reld, Harry
Vardon, Edward Rap and Christopher
Callerway, representing England, and
Louis Tellier and Arnaud Massy of
France, is likely to prove a great
drawing card for both entrants and
spectators. In order to provide for
this unusual entry, elimination rounds
were played on Monday and Tuesday.
The open championship dates hack
to the organization of the United
States golf association in 1R95, and
this tournament is the nineteenth annual play for the title. Willie Anderson won in 1901, 19.03, 1904, 1905, and
X I. McDermott in 1911
and 1912.
Alex. Smith won in 1907 and 1910.
These were the only players to capture the championship more than
once. Harry Vardon, the present English entrant, won the title In 1900,
when the tournament was played at
Wheaton, 111. In view of the failure
of the American professionals In their
invasion of England and France last
spring the. efforts of the English and
French players to retain this advantage on strange links will be watched
with more than ordinary interest.
elao-orat-

The possibilities of 1914 as a record
year in sport are considerably brightened by the final signing and sealing of
the agreement for a series of races
for the America's cup during, the
month of September. It cannot be
denied that the negotiations between
the New York and Royal Ulster Yacht
clubs' were conducted upon ticklish
grounds, and not until the final compact was signed was the cup contest
assured. Now that the last doubt regarding the yachting classic Is removed there are busy sessions ahead
for designers, yachtsmen and many
other actors in what will undoubtedly
be the chief international
sporting
contest of the coming year.
It is understood that the plans for
Sir Thomas Llpton's challenger, Shamrock IV, are about completed and that
will he laid
the keel of the
within the next month r six weeks.
Three and possibly four defenders, all
yachts, are projected at the
present time, and It may be that this
number will be still further augmented if the plans of certain wealthy followers of yachting materialize. It is
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This week will also mark the opening of the football season with the
playing of the Carlisle Indian-Albrigcollege game and1 several other minor
contests on Saturday, September 20.
Practice has been under way, either
formally or informally, at a majonty
of the larger eastern universities for
some days, and within the next two
or three weeks every 'varsity eleven
will swing into action for the short
but strenuous season allotted to the
gridiron sport.
The Yale squad has been training
sirce the first of the month at Newport and Siasconset. This practice,
which has been more or less informal,
found the back field candidates working under the direction of Dr. W. T.
Bull, famous as a punter in his active
football days. The linemen, uncrer
the direction of Captain Ketchamand
head coach Howard Jones, begin the
long training grind on Nantucket Island. The scene shifted to Yale field
on September 11, and from now on
the new system of a resident coach
will be watched with interest by Yale
undergraduates and alumni, and the
followers of the Harvard and Princeton elevens, which will test the merits
of the new system late in November.
Howard Jones, who opens his three-yea- r
term as active field
will
be assisted by Walter Camp in un
advisory capacity. Unfortunately for
the new head coach the. Yale material
Is not particularly impressive at this
time. The backfield will have to be
reconstructed, due to losses by graduation, and veteran forwards are
scarce. Some excellent substitute and
freshmen players of last season will
be available, however, and the new
coach is counting upon this material
as the nucleus of his team.
The outlook at Harvard Is far more
optimistic. This makes the task fac
ing Coach Jones harder, for after all
is said and done, Yale's chief rival in
intercollegiate athletics is the Crim
son. Coach Haughton has Instructed
the Harvard candidates to report at
Soldiers field on Tuesday, and with
the perfect football system that pre
vails at Cambridge, the development
of another strong team will begin
without delay. The abundance of veterans and experienced material argues
well for the Crimson gridiron prospects this autumn.

Mill
Resells

Tn healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for cousha and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. .Refuse t oaccept it for It can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. Insist upon the genuine, which contains
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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PaHfcr Ever Discovered.
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Strength, Power, Accomplishment are all Typified in S. S. S.
disorders become deeulv eliminated from their presence.
rooted in the glands and tissues, and the
lhen, too, S. S. S. has such specific
mistake is made of resorting to drastic stimulation
on these local cells as to predrugs. These only aggravate by causing serve their mutual welfare and a proper,
other and worse troubles. A host ol peo relative assistance to each other.
ple know tins to be true.
In a very brief time S. S. 8. has tha
They know
from painful experience.
reconstructive process so under control
To get right down into where the blood that remarkable changes are obseved. All
la vitiated requires s. S. S. the greatest eruptive places heal,
mysterious pains and
blood purifier ever discovered.
aches have disappeared, and from head to
This remarkable remedy contains one foot there, is a conscious sensation of reIngredient, the active purpose of which is newed health.
to stimulate the tissues to the healthy
From the fact that S. S. S. Is purely
selection of Its own essential nutriment a botanical preparation, It is accepted
by
and the medicinal elements of this match- the weakest stomach and has great tonia
less blood purifier are Just as esaential to influence. Not one drop of drugs or
as the nutritious minerals Is used In Its preparation. Ask
well balanced-healtelements of the meats, grains, fats and for S. 8, S. and Insist upon having It
our
food.
of
daily
And If you desire skillful advice upon any
sugars
Kot only this, but if from the presence matter concerning the blood and skin
of some disturbing poison there is a local write to The Swift Speciflo Co., 200 Swift
or general interference of nutrition to Bld, Atlanta, Ga. Do not allow soma
cause bolls, carbuncles, abscesses and zealous clerk to larrup the atmosphere in
kindred troubles, S. S. S, so directs the eloquence over something "Just as good"
local cells that this poison, U rejected and as 8. S. 8. Beware of aU counterfeits,
Borne
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HEARTFELT GRIN

By CECILIA

PRESBYTERIAN
10

HAMBURG.

Miss Pearlie Fattershall thoughtfully fluffed out the waves of hair on the
right side of her head and turned to

get the effect.
"Do you like this sweet sixteen
stylo on me?" she inquired of the
stenographer from across the hall.
"The bride wore hers this way, and
I thought I'd try it Do you know it's
upsetting to have a bride thrust into
the family so Buddenly. Tve been with
the William Pye firm bo long that it
affects me Just as much as though the
Pyes were relations!
"What William Pye, Sr.,. has been
through since he first got that telegram is enough to finish a man half
his age. The worst of It is that I
believe he la discovering that all his
emotion was unnecessary.
He was
dictating to me when the news came
and he Just stared at the slip of paper and turned heliotrope. 'Me Bon!'
he stuttered. "Willie he's married!'
"'Last row of the chorus? I asked,
real sympathetic.
" 'I I believe so,' he said, kind of
wild. 'Willie says she is a beautiful
girl and has given up her stage career,
for him!'
"I groaned, I was so sorry for Mr.
Pye. 'When they give up careers,'
says I, 'you may expect the worst.
Especially when they make the bluff
on account of any one like Mr. William er that is '
" 'Shell ruin him!' Mr. Pye cried,
sort of desperate. 'All she married
him for Is my money, of course! My
poor boy, you don't realize what
you've got into!' , Then he grabs his
hat and hustles home to break the'
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MEET

MUCH

SYNOD WILL GATHER FOR ANNUAL SESSION ON SEPTEMBER 25

Tucumcari, N. M., Sept. 17. Tlia
synod of New Mexico will hold its an
nual session In ihe
Presbyterian

Fiit

church of Tucumcari,
beginum?
Thursday, September 25. This meet
ing will bring trgether ministers and
laymen of the Presbyterian communion from various sections of the state,
and the church Is preparing to give
her guests .1 very hearty welcome.
La Aurora, published at Albuquerque,
had In a recent issue, some very
pleasant things to say of our city in
connection with this gathering, anions
them the Btatement that Tucumcari
is one of the Hvest towns of New Mexico, and predicting a most enjoyable
and successful session of the synod.
As usual the representatives of the
Women's Synodical society will hold
their yearly meeting at the same date.
Among those present will be Miss
Vaughn of China, Mrs. Alldridge of
California, and Mrs. A. M. Thomas of
Artesia.
Deming set a very high standard
in the way of entertainment last fall,

but there is no fear of Tucumcari not

news.
living up to her reputation of doina;
"Of course we were all crazy to get things in an
equally large way.
a glimpse of her when they blew in
1
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proposed to have all these yachts tn
condition for the trial race preliminaries early next summer in order
that there may be ample time for the
tuning-uand testing which plays
such an Important part In all America's cup races.
In the meantime numerous plans
are being made to accommodate spectators along the New Jersey and Long
,lsland shores and off Sandy Hook,
where the international regatta will
be staged. The chartering of large
excursion steamers for use during the
month, of September, 1914, has
begun and it is expected that
the excursion fleet will carry 75,000
spectators to the scene of the races
each day. The early tuning-uoff
Newport and Sandy Hook also will
attract many yachtsmen. Special arrangements for reporting the trials
and races by wireless are already under way and the United States navy
may be asked to help in this department of the regatta.
p
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Bad Backs Have Been Made
Strong Kidney Ills Corrected
All over East Las Vegas you hear it.
Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up
the good work. East Las Vegas people are telling about It telling of bad
backs made sound again. You can
believe the testimony of your own
townspeople. They tell it for the benefit of you who are suffering.
If
your back aches, if you feel lame, sore
and miserable.If the kidneys move too
frequently, or passages are painful,
scanty and off color, use Doan'n Kidney Pills, the remedy that has helped
so many of your friends and ne'vU-borFollow this East Las Vera- - citi
zen's advice and give Doan's a chanca
to do the same for you.
Mrs. Garfield Fishburn, 417 Tnth
street, East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
"The worth of Doan's Kidney Pill3
has been fully demonstrated by thfir
use in our home. Besides my own ex
perience, one other of our family has
used Doan's Kidney Pills and the results have been highly satisfactory.
We know they are fine kidney medi-

s.

"I'll Let You

Off

Fifteen Minutes."

from their wedding trip, me keeping
track of the affair in a way because
Mr. Pye dictated letters to me and
was so broke up he had to talk to
He always spoke of Bill
somebody.
as though Bill were the dear departed
and he seemed to have forgotten the
path BUI had burned clear across Chicago when he was supposed to be settling down to business in the office.
"'William was such a good boy at
heart,' Bays father, signing the letter
I put before him. 'He always meant
well. Just a little boyish frivolity.
Miss Fattershall.
Perfectly natural!'
'"Yes, sir, I agrees. 'Mr. William
(
was sure a great frivolerl'
"'And to throw away all his prospects!' he kept on. 'To tie himself
down for liSe to an empty head, a
drug store complexion and a schemIt's enough to
ing, selfish nature!
break a father's heart, Miss Fattershall!'
" 'It is
that,' I agreed, almost cry
'I'm of a terribly sensiing myself.
tive nature.
"The next morning after the bridal
couple reached town who should blow
into the office one minute after I had
arrived at eight but Bill himself.
" 'Good morning, Miss Fattershall,'
he said, brisklike, not noticing how
my jaw had dropped, and that the
office boy was supporting
himself
against the flies sort of feebly. He
headed for his mahogany desk that
had stood vacant for months, just as
though he was actually acquainted
with it, and rang for the head sales-

man.
"He kept up the gait all day and
the next and then some. Mr. Pye,
Sr., was just as overcome as the rest
s
of us and spent
of his
time staring at Bill, who wore a heavy
business frown and took only fifteen
minutes fos lunch.
"We were all stunned with astonishment till one daythe bride dropped
in. I had expected a languid blonde
in a moleskin coat who would request
some one to breathe for her but not
Mrs. Bill. She was about as big as a
minute and pretty as a peach.
" 'William,' she
says to her husband,
'I'll let you oif fifteen minutes before
closing time today for good behavior
and you may take me out somewhere
for tea. But it you leave any work

cine."

For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doans and
take no other.
n
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you use
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News.
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FLOUR
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giving you
a present for do
ing something
you 'd do fcrjy
way when you
learn how Much

three-quarter-

unfinished you've got to get down
earlier tomorrow morning to catch
up!'
" 'Yes, dear,' says Bill, real quick
"I'll
and sort of tickled to death.
conie if you say sol'
"All of us sat paralyzed, staring at
t'.ie door through which she had led
him.' Then we all heaved an understanding sigh. I wish you could have
seen William Pye, Sr.'s, face aa I
caught a glimpse of it just then I
never knew what a real heartfelt grin
wa before, honest!" Chicago Dallj
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FADS AND
FASHIONS

one-piec- e

New York, September 17. Every Ing the designers more or less for
reason the manufacturer? of materials years and they have grown quite profor women's frooki a id gown 3 and c nounced since last winter. Not only
accessories and ornaments to be used in Bagdad ensembles, but the big,
ca and In conjunction with women's soft, seductive waist of the Turkish
apparel turn out new and beautiful woman is reproduced, the bust uncor
things, more charming and attractive seted, the shoulders drooping, and the
than those of the previous season. result Is that blouses and corsages are
There seems to be no limit to their superlatively untidy, almost slovenly.
Ingenuity and originality lh producing Bright colors and many of them
new weaves, new colors, and new com- characterize the smartest gowns. Oftbinations of colors to appeal to the en as many as five colorB will be seen
eyes and the artistic taste of their In one costume. Embroidery ir art- clients.
fully used to combine many tints In
This season ha3 been one of de one design, by way of emphasizing
Dollv
fabrics.
Crinkled the craze for strong colors
lightful cotton
weaves are particularly modish and Varden frocks of flowered voiles, cot
crepes are the most popular featured ton crepes and crepes de chine loom
in plain and fancy colorings
with up at all fashionable resorts and en- many designs brought out in effective tertainments.
Diaphanous materials
style. Printed effects in the Bulgar are also used quite extensively, esian bordered patterns are used for pecially in the more elaborate cosdressy gowns for afternoon and even- tumes. Aside from the rich mateing wear. In other designs, too, they rials, bo beautiful in themselves, the
are smart, bringing out the greens, models are quite) simple.
Peg-to- p
Ekirts and cutaway Jacket
Hues, reds and tans in combinations.
The open drawn-worborders are effects are among the most noticeable
among the smartest kinds of crepes, features of late summer silk dresses
and when used over a color the pat- and light-wigror!:t suits, both of
!e to a
tern is most attractive.
which are
Three types of fabrics are suggest
ward "'? 'h's season. Fifteen
ed for wear during the remainder of out of 20 Emurtiv "Mired women one
the warm season, showing the Futur- meets on a cool day will have on
ist and Cubist colorings still quite gowns ofeither type, extremely simpopular. They comprise a printed ple and elaborate, according to the
cotton crepe with pin dot stripe run- material and the trimmings used.
ning through the design: rose crepe Skirts are narrow at the bottom, not
do Chine having a little bunch of more than 1
or 1
yards being the
flowers in bright shades In the pat- width at the hem in medium sizes.
tern: printed silk foulard with the A slit beneath a lapped breath or a
iflo.il pattern In the stripe on a white plait affords ease in walking, without
'
Ipround.
being immodest.
Oriental styles have been influenc- Attractive foulards and dark plaid
j

k

ip'T:

silks that drape gracefully are especially smart and will be correct for
with
early fall weather. Blouses
single breadth ofwide material, from
single breadth of wide material, from
the upper part of these
gowns, with a fancy vest, girdle and
neck finish of lace or net
Cutaway Jackets and dresses that
simulate their effect have first place
with fashion leaders. An unusually
handsome model is made of a fancy
weave silk and wool poplin in a sort
shade of green, with which the ecru
tone of batiste embroidery for the
sleeves, vet and revers gives a please
skirt has
ing contrast. The
an extension for a modish drapery on
the left side, caught with an ornament
to match. The latter and also the
fastenings at the belt are exact copies
of French conceits aimed to make im- ;ol'ted EOWns Individual. The motifs
ale fashioned from cords covered with
bias strips of the fabric. The peplum
is hemstitched.
The revival of the Medici collar that
promises to be a strong feature in au
tumn modes is shown in the use of
standing frills of stiffened mull that
hold their own until heat wilts them.
These are worn inside a pointed neck
bodice, as are also narrower frills and
ruchlngs. Black net ruching makes a
most attractive trimming for lingerie
frocks and to outline the edges of lace
flounces now very fashionable In tiers
of three on party frocks. Bolero effects, also another new style, are
made with an edge of finely plaited
not. Quite the plainest wash frock
is given a dhessy air by a frill around
the neck or outlining the opening of
the blouse from the throat to the belt.
One of the many novelty variations
in the latest ruchings carries out the
color riot with embroidery flowers,
tiny colored silk stitching, or even
beads. Sparkling rhinestones stud
the most dressy frills that adorn elaborate gowns.

well-ordere- d

two-piec-

VERY PAINFUL

BLISTERS

BODY

Like Scalds or Skin Burns. Apparently Itching and Burning.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Cured Completely.
R. F. D. 48H. Port Orchard. Wash.
When my baby waa about five days old
his abdomen became entirely covered with
varying gizod blisters which
were very painful, causing
very much distress and
They appeared very
much like scalds or skin burns
j5
apparently itclung and burn- 1 118 Danus irritated uie
mB- -

J

blisters, causing sores.
(ftV
I tried a powdor and after
ot her
'

wards

romeUios but tlio sores became
worse. They lasted about six weeks before
1 """d Cuticura Ointment.
After washing
the irritated parts well with Cuticura Soap
and applying the Cuticura Ointment he received almost instant relief, and the cure was
complete in seven or eight days." (Signed)
Mrs. J. G. Kelley, Doc. 4, 1912.

TO REMOVE DANDRUFF
Prevent falling liair, remove crusts and
scales, and allay Itching and irritation of
the scalp, frequent shampoos with Cuticura
Soap, assisted by occasional dressings with
Cuticura Ointment, afford the speediest and
most economical treatment. They assist in
promoting the growth and beauty of the
hair by removing thoso conditions which
tend to make it dry, thin, and lifeless, often
leading to premature graynrss and loss of
hair. Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
everywhere Liberal sample of each mailed
Skin Book. Address postfree, with 32-card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
who shave and shampoo with
Soap will And it best for skin and scalp.
en

ra
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17, 1913.

tached yest, or than the detached
chemisette which has an annoying
fashion of drawing out of position and
lending the bodice an askew look, is
to have a tulle walstcoast which is
separately put on. This accessory is
easily made and fitted, if cut after the
body of a
shirt waist, as
that will be a correct guide for the
shoulders and the
And to
make the shoulders and the armholes
feel comfortable is all that is neces
sary as an elastic ribbon run through
a casing at the lower edge of the
waistcoat will draw It smoothly over
the bust and back and about the waist
line.' If the lower
of the
ivaitscoat's back is of batiste, the gar
ment will be finer and wear better,
since that portion of it must stand
most of the strain. The fronts may
be solidly
and fastened
blindly with hooks and eyes, or finely tucked in groups at each side of a
row of tiny crystal buttons, while the
neck- may be finished with either a
collar. ,
standing or turned-ove- r
Leather and suede are popular for
many of the accessories of woman's
dress. One of the newest things is
the wide hip belt a sort of leather
pelum fitted to the flare of the hips,
and 12 or 14 inches wide. These belts
are fastened with ball- - and socket
fastenings under little pearl buttons.
They are lined with silk in self color.
The Ecarf sleeve is a dainty addi
tion to the evening frock. The sleeves,
diminutive in length, are formed of
chiffon, and each continues in a long
scarf which is caught loosely in at
the waist. The sleeves and scarf
ends can be either of the same color
as the rest of the gown or of contrasting figured chiffon, if the gown is
of plain material
Buttons and bows will be used extensively for trimming purposes this
fall. They have been quite popular
for some time but never more than
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Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 315 1913.

d

n

'e invite you to look over our fall line of Suits and Overcoats, We can
offer you at a saving of from S5.00 to $8.00 on a Suit or
Overcoat for the fall and winter of 191344.

ALL

arm-hole-

Belts are worn in many novel ways.
They all hang about the waist, rather
than encircle it.
Now, that the bodice of almost every frock is extremely low cut from
the chin down, the wide or narrow
thus formed must be partly
'
filled in one way or another. An
easier filling-lmethod than the at now.

TV
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FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.

A

QUI

BILIOUS

IF TONGUE IS COATED, BREATH
BAD, STOMACH SOUR, DON'T

(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo.
SpsS! 3.70
(Denver, .. S16.60
Tickets are first class good for siop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to oilier points, please

call at ticket office.
D. L.

M

-

BATCKELOr,. Agent
ii

GOOD COLF PLAYING
Brookiin, Mass., Sept. 17. The play
of Wilfrid E. Reid proved the sensation of the morning in the golf tournament. Attended by Only a handful of
followers. Reid covered the 18 hole's

in 72 strokes through marvelous putting. On the sixth and twelfth holes
Reid was trapped twice, but he made
fine recoveries.
John J. McDerfott followed half an
hour after Reid, but his play was poor
and he turned in a score of 81.
Then came Edward Ray, followed by
a crowd numbering over 1,000. Ray
played erratic golf going out, but
came in with a string of fours and
wound up the forenoon with 74.

effect on coi n. Fricea started
tj ',4
to ;;i higher, and rose further but not
all of the gain was hold. The close
was steady
lo
above last night.
Oats developed some strength with
com. Demand, however, proved light
and the market fell back under last
night's figures.
Provisions went upgrade with hogs
in demand for preferred
deliveries.
First sales were at 2
10 advance
with additional gains later. The closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Sept. 8s); Dec. 91; May 95.
Dec. 72; May
Corn, Sept, 71,
Oats, Sept. 42!4;

Dec.

47.

44;

May

Pork, Jan. $19.82; May $19.97.
Lard, Jan. $10.90; May $11.02.
Ribs, Jan. $10.47- - May $10.62.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sejt.
market
Give "California Syrup of Figs" at again showed drooping tendencies afonce a teaspoonful today often saves ter the early rally had brought up

HESITATE!

17.----

KANSAS

CITY LIVE

STOCK

prices sufficiently to enable profesKansas City, Sept. 17. Hogs, resionals to unload. Union Pacific sold
7,000. Market strong to 5 cents
ceipts
a point over yesterday's final prices,
higher. Bulk $8.25S.65; heavy $8.15
and Reading got close to 170 before
8.40; packers and butchers $8.25(7?
they reacted. Independent Strength 8.75;
lights $8.20fi)8.65;
pigs $6ff
developed in numerous minor specula- 7.50.
tions, particularly In Great Northern
Cattle, receipts 12,000. Market steaore and Petroleum stocks.
to 10 cents higher. Prime fed
dy
Reports of an increase in dividends, steers
beef
$8.759.30; dressed
large earnings and segregation of as steers $7. 60 8. 70; western steers
sets involving a stock dividend, were
$6.508.50; southern, steers $5.50
brought "forward to explain the rise in
heifers $59;
7.75; cows
Reading, which reached its climax this stockers and $47;
feeders1
$5.508.25;
morning when the price Jumped to a bulls
$4.506.25; calves $5.5010.
level ten points higher than a week
Sheep, receipts 15,000. Market steaago. The rumors were classed meredy. Lambs
$6.507.15; yearlings
ly as stock market go'ssip, however,
wethers $14.75; ewes
$4.505.25;
and the explanation which received
more ready acceptance was that the g
35
shorts had suffered a squeeze
Then the market improved and before midday prices began to move upward. Some of the losses were fully
made up. Bonds were easy.
Extreme weakness of Rock Island
securities frustrated attempts to revive buying by the leaders and speculation became listless. Rock Island
fell 2, the preferred 2 and the four
per cent collateral bonds 3 points.
Other southwestern shares were un
BEADY FOR THE NEXT der pressure and the market in general evinced a tendency downward.
closed weak. Selling
LEGAL PROCEEDING of The market
Reading was on a larger scale after
it was learned that only the regular
dividend
had been declared 'at today's
THAW ARRIVES IN CONCORD TO
directors'
meeting. The stock lost
FIGHT EXTRADITION
TO
all of its early rise and something
NEW YORK
more, breaking to 167. Effective
went on in other influential
Concord, N. H., Sept 17. When selling
stocks.
Steel, Union Pacific, AmaHarry K. Thaw reached here from LitSouthern Pacific, Smelting.
lgamated,
tleton he was taken direct to a hotel.
Canadian Pacific and New York Oen- Several hundred people were gather rt t.rn.1
A Knotty Proposition
saggea a point or more,'. Che
ed at the railroad station,
iney 4'last sales were:
cheered as Thaw alighted fonj the
be- Amalgamated r Copper ........ . . 75
train. Thaw came" here, for the
Sugar ,. ..;'..,.):...
..n2
hearing ..before .. Governor Atchison . t .
95$;
Felker.
come
Reading
..,.,..167 .in.
have a Stetson
Southern Pacific
951
Chauffeur Is Released
Union Pacific
1551,
f
or
you,
Sherbrooke, Que., Sept. 17. "Genwi ,
tleman" Roger Thompson, the chauf united states Steel
any more becom
...109
feur who drove Harry K. Thaw away united States Steel, pfd.
were designed
from Matteawan In a big black tourniUMUU bUAKD OF TRADE
ing car, was today set at liberty. The
for you.
especially
uiuumi reports
i
crown authorities say they had no
""6"i ocjjl.
that French crops would he larger than Selling otCtSOMS, We are
evidence to offer against him.
expectedtended today to weaken the. perfectly Sure
the
wheat market. The total yield, it
WORLD'S RECORD BROKEN
was stated, would be almost sufficient 4UctllLy and Style
Sea Girt. 'N. J., Sept. 17. The Dis-,'tshut out imports. The opening! Iinish are
trict of Columbia rifle team, shooting varied from a shade off to
advance! J
,J,
11
in the opening stage of the Dryden but
us show
udy
gradually receded under last' in
uupny matcn toaay, broke the world's night's level. The close waa steady
new Soft
record for 200 yards, with a.
at last night's figures to
4 cent
btitf
Stetsons
for Fall.
bull's eye. They scored 395 out of a advance.
Possible 400. This is the second
Prospects of delayed shelling on
worlds record broken here this week, account of
long rains had a bullish
a sick child tomorrow.
If your little one Is, out
ha:f-sicisn't resting, eating and acting
naturally look, Mother! see if tongue
is coated. This is a sure sign that its
little stomach, liver and bowels are
clogged with waste. When crcsa, irritable, feverish, stomach sour, b.'eath
bad or has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea,
sore throat, full of cold, give a
of "California Syrup of Figs"
and in a few hours all the constipated
poison, undigested food and sour bile
gently moves out of its little bowels
without griping, and you have a wel,
playful child again.
Mothers can rest easy after giving
this harmless "fruit laxative," because
it never falls to cleanse the little
one's liver and bowels and sweeten
the stomach and they dearly love its
pleasant taste. Full directions for
babies, children of all ages and for
grown-up- s
printed on each bottle.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
Ask your druggist for a
bottle
of "California Syrup of
Figs;" then
see that It is. made by the "California
Fig Syrup Company." Don't be fooled!
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you the largest stock of medium priced Suits and Overcoats made expressly for us.
Warranted all wool garments and hand tailored, for

9.99, SI2.95, S15.00. 3I8.00
Worth $15.00 to $22.00 elsewhere.

Gome in and be convinced

We
here
not be
ing if it

In

!
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o

CORRECT GARMENTS FOR MEN
SUITS ECUOST Or US PRESSED ONE YEAR FREE.
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610 DOUGLAS AVE. EAST LAS VEGAS, N. If.
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F. Schweer, a shoe salesman ol
Denver, is a guesf of the Hotel
C.

CtH
POPULA

TO

SEE MISSIONARY

MOVIE

Now is

For its regular "Fielding Night"
loft this afternoon for Watrous, where
which will be given tonight
autoprogram,
broken
a
to
was
he
called
repair
only, the Photoplay theater has semobile.
films with
Mr. and Mrs. George Tripp returned lected two of Lubin's best
These
this afternoon from Levy, where they Fielding playing leading roles,two-rea
are
Mind,"
"The
Weaker
on
weeks
few
have been for the past
feature, and "Out of the Beast Man
their ranch.
Was1 Born." The synopses of the two
B. L. Davenport of San Francisco,
came in last night from his home and pictures are as follows:
"The Weaker Mind"
will remain in Las Vegas for several
Curtis, an engineer, took
Bracey
weeks as a visitor.
Bob
the superintendent after
to
Glore
Harry Leahy and motner, Mrs. L. J.
for drinking,
he
had
been
discharged'
the
for
east,
Myer, left this morning
for
where they will visit relatives for and promised to be responsible
soberhim.
the
of
chance,
glad
Eob,
the next few weeks.
a
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Fredericks and ed up and was beginning to make
reone
man
of
when,
day,
himself,
family left last night for Arkansas,
his
where they will locate. Mr. Fredericks turning home after a trip, he met
and
en
route
sister
to
their
cottage,
has been a resident of Las Vegas for
Reina Loeb, a drunkard's daughter,
the past several years.
who
s
tempted him to enter a well
Leonard Hoskins, son of D. T.
known
resort. By her fascinating
of this city, left this afternoon
for Champaign, 111., where he will ways she induced him to touch that
enter the Unievrsity of Illinois for which had caused his old father and
sister the one sorrow in their lives.
the coming winter session.
sister, suspected where
A. E. Whitinghe, a resident of New Mary, his
went to Bracey and rehad
he
gone,
his
from
Orleans, came in last night
he
assist her in get.ng
home. He will remain in Las Vegas quested that
did
home.
He
Bob
so, and found the
weeks as a visitor.
for
under the inC. G. E. Lomland of La Junta, Col., young man very much
on Bob met
Later
fluence
of
liquor.
arrived in Las Vegas last night 'for
and her
the
daughter,
Beth,
engineer's
a
is
'well
He
a short business visit.
goodness and purity struck him to
known business man of La Junta.
such an extent, that he returned from
Miss Mabel Montgomery of
his evil associations to uie path of
her
for
afternoon
this
left
ior, Neb.,
rectitude. The chief offender is a
iu
homo after having been a visitor
drunkard, who, in one of his drunken
weeks.
few
Las Vegas for the past
his neck and
Mrs. Laura Maxwell, who has been frenzies fell and broke
into the
is
taken
died.
His
daughter
and
Ed
Maxwell,
the guest of her son,
home and there treated as
his wife for the past two months, lefi engineer's
The truth, charity
this afternoon for her home iri Raton one of the family.
this ideal houseW. H. Reed of Topeka, Kas., who and environments of
effect
soon
had
its
upon the
hold
has been in Las Vegas for the past
bows
low
and
she
former
temptress,
his
of
daughter,
ten days as the guest
God that represents the
Mrs. P. R. Frost, left this afternoon before the
home of Curtis, the engineer. Bob's
for his home.
reformation brings with It the reward
Mrs. Carl H. Burns, who has been
of Beth's love, and Mary, who had
at the Valley ranch for some time
recognized the true worth of
always
she
where
has returned to Las Vegas,
him her nand in faith
win visit bfifni'R ret.urnmtr to her Bracey, gave
and love, Then to the child,
hope
heme in Chicago.
Relna, the adventuress, turned with
.Miss Mary O. Harris wishes to an
a heart overflowing with thankfulness
nounce that on Monday, September 29,
and appreciation.
she will open a private kindergarten
This story appeared in the July
at her home, 907 Sixth street. For Motion Picture
Magazine.
497.
Adv.
information call Main
"Out of the Beast Man Was Born"
W. E. Major of Albuquerque came
Joe, the tramp, known as the beast,
in last night for a few days' visit commenced
teasing the saint, known
with friends in Las Vegas. He Is on to
the
as
Kid, and would not per
all
his way to Boston, where he expects
him to eat any of their food. The
mit
to spend several weeks on business.
and the indifferent one obMrs. O. H. Clapper of Unionville, glutton
jected, ruling the beast out of the
Mo., arrived in Las Vegas last night
camp. The beast goes to the end of
and will be a visitor here for
a
division, and, knowing the good
for
weeks. She left this morning
heartedness
of railroad men, asks for
the mesa where she will visit relamoney. His appearance is against him
tives.
and he is refused. He strikes the
H. W. Sharp, superintendent of the
man down and takes what is not his
railNewton division of the Santa Fe
own.
The indifferent one, the glutton
yesway, passed through Las Vegas busikiddle have gone on their
the
and
terday afternoon in his private
arrive in the railroad yards
and
way
to
Newton
ness car on his way from
in time to see the beast struck down
s
California,
while attempting to get away with
Miss Bessie Dingess, "who has" been his
gains. The little saint
a resident of Las Vegas for the past Induces his
to give succor to the
pals
lew months and is well known here, beast. He is taken to an old hut and
left early this morning ior California, there nursed back to health by the
lowhere she will visit relatives and
child tramp, after being desrTTed by
cate for the present.
the others. The child later reveals
.
II. M. Bainer, agricultural demonto the beast the man within and seacstrator for the Santa Fe railway,
from him a sacred promise
cures
of the
companied by H. H. Simpson
which the beast Is regeneratthrough
New Mexico Agricultural college, and ed and caused to turn to the love of
for
demonstrator
L. L. Johnson, also a
God.
arrived in Las Vegas
the Santa-Fthe
conducted
this afternoon and
farmers' institute at the Commercial ITALIAN GENERAL IS
club.
Frank Elliott Landau, son of Dr. and
KILLED IN BATTLE
Mrs. Jacob Landau, is expected to arrived this evening from Buffalo, N.
Y. Mr. Landau this year was graduARAB TRIBESMEN GIVE THEIR
ated from the Lafayette High school
ENEMIES A HARD FIGHT IN
class.
his
of Buffalo, a year ahead of
TRIPOLI
He has been granted a scholarship in
Syracuse university, Syracuse, NY.
Benganzi, Tripoli, Sept. 17. The
made
Mr. Landau, while in school
Italian
commander, General Torelli,
Hi
high- records in debate and oratory.
were
33
Italian
officers and-meand
will enter the,. New,: Mexico Normal
a
in
battle
with Arab
killed
yesterday
take
will
University and doubtless
tribesmen. The news reached this
part in debate and oratory there. Mr.
today. The Italian list of woundLandau will enter Syracuse university city
ed includes 75 officers and men. The
course.
next fall, for a four years
Arab losses are not stated, but were
very heavy.
undoubtedly
BUSY
SUMMER BURGLARS
The Italian column, which had been
New York, Sept. 17. Residents of
operating for some time against the
"Millionaires' row" on Seventy-ninttribesmen, found them strongly enof
east
and Eightieth streets, Just
on a height
trenched
commanding
Central park, estimated today that
attacked
When
Tecnic.
of
the
valley
cost
burglaries during the summer ,
stub-- '
The latest robbery the Arabs resisted with great
them $2,000,000.
of
nature
the
aided
by
being
borness,
of
occurred yesterday at the home
Mrs. Karl Wallach. Mrs. Wallach's the ground.. They disputed fiercely
to
son said that the thieves had taken every effort of the Italian infantry
was
Italian
the
but
artillery
houseadvance,
furs
and
silverware, Jewelry,
Several served with remarkable precision,
hold good worth $100,000.
families learned of their losses for the pouring a hail of shell on the position
first time today when they reopened and compelling the Arabs to retreat
their houses after being absent during to the desert.
'
General Torelli fell at the head of
the summer.
his troops while urging them on to
the attack
Subscribe for The Optic.
el
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THE SECRET OF SUCCESS

PRESERVING

TS not so much in knowing how to make money as in knowing how to hold on to it. Deposited in
the Savings Department of this bank the temptation to spend is removed and there is always a growing incentive to add more.
The "Secret of Success" will be an open book to you when you become a "regular saver at this bank.

BULGARIA
E

FIVE

HAS

GOOD WORD FOR

PLAYER

Mrs. A. H. West of Saiita Fe came
in this afternoon for a few days1 visit
with friends in Las Vegas.
C. C. Duke, representative for the PHOTOPLAY WILL FEATURE
FIELDING IN PROJohn B. Stetson Hat company, was a
TONIGHT
GRAM
business1 visitor in Las Vegas today.
M. Biehl of the Las Vegas garage

17, 1913.

AMERICAN WAS THE FIRST FOREIGNER TO BE PERMITTED
IN ADRIANOPLE

London, Sept. 17. One of stanchest
defenders of the Bulgarians in the
present controversy over the question
of alleged atrocities is L D. Woodruff, the veteran American missionary who recently presented a statement to the British foreign office on
behalf of Bulgaria.
Mr. Woodruff was the first foreigner, outside the Bulgarians, permitted to enter Adrianople after the
surrender of the Turks. He walked
in at dawn over the scarred battlefields, and for weeks afterwards he
was in active charge of the relief work
in the Turkish cholera camps.
He
was constantly in a position to see
who was responsible for any atrocities in Adrianople and its neighborhood, and he absolves the Bulgarian
authorities from any blame for (he
isolated outrages watch took place.
Coming to London with a committee of native Bulgarian and English
missionaries to present a statement
to Sir Edward Grey, wlVh was desired by the British foreign office in its
work of delimiting the
line fixed by the conference of Lon
don, Mr. Woodruff took advantage of
the occasion to tell the English foreign minister something of the Bulgarian side of the atrocity charges. Sir
Edward was so impressed by the assertions of the American that he requested him to supplement them with
a written account of his personal observations.
A summary of his statement to Sir
Edward Grey follows: "When I entered the city the streets of Adrianople were free from any excitement
or disturance, with the exception of
a few scattering shots which I learned afterwards had been fired at some
Turkish officers who sought to escape
from a house where they had been
There was an afr of relief
hiding.
and happiness on the faces of the
people even to the( stubborn defenders
the Bulgarian occupation was a relief
from impending starvation.
"I was surprised at how little damage had been done to the city by the
bombardment, only1 12 civilians having
been killed. I saw no fezzes being
knocked from the heads of Turks, and
I know that when someono comp'alned
to General Vazoff that his soldiers
were snatching the fezzes from the
heads of citizens, he issued an order
that any soldier found guilty of such
an action be promptly snot.
"The European Turkish soldiers
were released as soon as the lists of
their names were .submitted. The
others were started as soon as possible on the road to Bulgaria, and after
the column had passed several bodies
were found. These were prisoners
who had been shot as grim necessity
of war because they either would not
or could not keep up.
"The Turkish officers were sent to
the best hotels in Philipponolis and
The soldiers were given bread
Sofia
as soon as it could be procured. Many
Turks died in the cholera camps from
hunger because of the indiference and
lack of organization of their fellows.
On account of the danger of infection
the Bulgarians passed the bread
across, the lines to selected orderlies,
but the supplies did not always reach
the men who needed food the most.
The horrors of this island of death
cannot be exaggerated, but the sufdue to the
fering there was as much
doctors as
Turkish
the
of
indifference
to Bulgarian neglqej. flShukri Pasha
was praised by the Bulgarians for his
heroic defense of the city, but this
awful island of death was the chief
fruit of his heroism.
"When I took charge of the reliof
work in this terrible detention camp
I was given an unlimited credit to
draw On the Bulgarian army supplies,
but we' did not need greatly to deplete
these supplies on" account of the pro
visions sent by the British consul at
Not only did not masPhJlippopolis.
sacres take place in the mosques, but
so well were they guarded that when
we attempted, in a spirit of mild vandalism, to remove a piece of the Koran
lying on the floor of the Sultan Selim
mosque, we were prevented from do
ing so by a vigilant Bulgarian soldier.
who saw
An Armenian gentlema
from a tower the long gray columns
of Bulgarians entering the city, said
to me with feeling: 'The Bulgarians
entered the city like gentlemen; how
different it would have been had the
tables been turned.'"
Mr. Woodruff declares further that
his work in the city kept him from
seeing much of the second Balkan
war, but on his trip through the coun
try on his way home he did not find
any creditable evidence connecting
Enos-Medi-
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Supply Yourself With

PEOPLES BANK

.
Gal. Stone Jars20o
2 Gal. Stone Jars
35
3 Gal. Stone Jars
50c
4 Gal. Stone Jars
70c
5 Gal. Stone Jars
OOc
6 Gal. Stone Jars .... $1.1 G
8 Gal. Stone Jars ....$1.40
Jelly Ghsses, dozen. . . 35c
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National League
Boston at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at St. Lonta.

.

i

Doz.,

j.r.,i

American Association
Columbus at Minneapolis.
Toledo at' Kansas City.
Indianapolis at Milwaukee.
Louisville at St. Paul.

Cg3ft(Ue FGfi CASH

LUiultd

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.

lbs Pickling- Onions. .25c

ipj

Fine Imp. Lemons

MOST HEAT FOR YOUH MONEY

American League
Chicago at New York;. 2 games.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

Pint Mason Jars
75c
Mason
OOc
Jars
Quart
2 qt. Mason Jars
$1,20
1 pt. Economy Jars. .$1,05
Parafine Wax, per lb. . . 15c
2
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BASEBALL NOTES

Chicago,

j
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"Nothing doing around
here electric lights are
worse than pistols and

!

Gal- -

bull dogs.

"Let's quit while the
quitting is good.,,

able-bodie- d

ferred to remain with her charges at
National League
the risk of her life if necessary. She
At Cincinnati Cincinnati,
was not molested by the invaders,
adelphia,
and her patients were not disturbed

.s-Ww- :

mx-

vA.
6

Mrrf

"

1

...

At Philadelphia
Cleveland, 7.
At Washington

i

jCX .r

The missionary is full of praise for
New York, Sept. 17. First game:
Miss Clara Haskell, an American mis
R.H.E.
9 18 0"
sionary teacher, who was acting as a Chicago
nurse in a Bulgarian hospital when New York
3 7 5
the Turks
Batteries: Scott and Schalk; Ford,
Adrianople. All
the
Bulgarians, including Pieh and Gossett; Raynolds.
the doctors, fled, leaving the invalids
to their fate. Miss Haskell, besought
YESTERDAY'S
to flee by the Bulgarian doctors, deBASEBALL
clined to do so, declaring that she pre-

f

'
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Firct game:
R. H. E.

f,fj;iKr1r;f!ii;ii)TTtn

W

'Mi lllil

League
17.

tT',;r.rr';ri"rvi-

i!iV,i

-

Z.

Batteries: Dubus and Gibson;
lie, Love and Ainsmlth.

the Bulgarian regulars with any
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Sioux City.
St. Joseph.
Omaha.

Washington, Sejt.
Detroit
Washington

"'

,

'ii'ir

ii.'

Western League
at Des Moines.

Wichita
Denver
Lincoln
Topeka

CEBTSTORE

vS

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps

i

League
Philadelphia, 8;

Las Veas tiff lit &
Power Company

Washington,

E. Las Vegas,

Phil-

2;

1.

At Boston Boston, 5; St. Louis, 4.
At New York Detroit, 4; New
the new member of the
3.
York,
Boston Braves, batted for an average
of .314 while with Montreal this
Western League
At
St.
Joseph
Wichita, 4; St Jorace
The Carolina league pennant
was a hot affair this season with seph, 2.
Winston-Salecopping the flag by
four points over Durham.
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Mordecai Brown and Ed Reulbach,
the former Cubs, have been pitching
fine ball of late. Brown is holding his
National League .
own in Cincinnati, while Reulbach has
Won Lost Pet
New York
44
.677
.92
proved himself a bear in Brooklyn.
80
61
.611
Charley Carr, the former big leaguer Philadelphia
CO
78
who resigned the management of the Chicago
.565
73
65
.529
Kansas City team recently, says that Pittsburgh
58
75
.436
he will devote his entire time to his Brooklyn .
58
.43b
75
new baseball college in Texas, in the Boston .
60
-83
.420
Cincinnati
future.
.,
.338
49
94
The Cubs and the White Sox are to St. Louis
meet in a series of games for the Chi
American League
cago championship. Likewise the Red
Won Lost Pet
Sox and the Braves will contest for
48
.650
89
the title. St. Louis fans, however, do Philadelphia
59
.578
81
not appear keen to see the Browns Cleveland
59
.572
79
and Cardinals in action.
Washington
G4
.b26
-- .71
Atlanta fans declare Billy Smith the Boston
69
.5il
Chicago
l..j:..72
greatest manager in baseball. After
.435
78
60
winning several pennants in Atlanta Detroit
.367
90
52
Bill took up the management of the St. Louis
.363
86
49
Buffalo team and later of the Chatta New York
nooga team. He returned to Atlanta
Western League
this season and led the Crackers to
Won .Lost Pet.
the Southern league championship,
5."'.628
closest race in the history of that Denver
66
.557
-- 83
Des Moines
organization.
. 80 70 .533
Lincoln - L
.600
74
74
St.
4
Joseph
"HARVEY'S"
7
72
.484
L......
Omaha
sea31st
mountain
ranch:
Famous
.473
78
70
...
Topeka
lers t Murphpy'R or Plaza hotel
.433
65
85
Sioux
City
son. Old management; old rates. Car91
.393
59
Wichita'"riage out every Saturday. Leave or-
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D

Vice President.

Hallet.t Raynolds, Cashier.

S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FSUST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.
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Capital. $100,000; Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
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DENVER WINS CAME
WOMAN'S AUXILIARY MEETS
Sioux City, la., Sept. 17. Denver de
Toledo, O., Sept. 17. The fourth feated Sioux
City today, 6 to 3, in the
biennial convention of the Woman's
of the series, which will be
first
game
Auxiliary of the International Machin- the last on the home grounds.

ists' union

was

opened today

with

Mrs, May Peake of Denver presiding.
Proposed amendments to the constitution are under discussion. The most
important is that hereafter grand officers Bhall be elected by a vote of all
the members instead of by delegate
conventions.

Score:
130 000 1106
Denver
.100 101 0003
Sioux City
Batteries Harris and Faher; Doyle,
Vann and Strange.

Eagle Eye Jake Beckley, who has
been playing ball for 40 years, more
or less, is out to land' a Job as um
We pay 5e a pound for nice large pire in one of the big leagues. Jake
clean cotton rags. Optic Publishing umpired In the Federal league this
Co.
season and is alive to tell the tale.
'

Telephone or call and we will have cur demonstrator show you

Phjne Main 344,

I

i

DAilv

LAS VEGAS
AIM TO GET IMMIGRANTS
New York, Sept 17. With a view

immigrants from the
centers
of population and into
large
rural districts, particularly those of
Arkansas, Mississippi, Tennessee and
Louisiana, Smmijjration officials of
these states met here today in
with railroad and steamship
The
conference,
representatives.
which will be continued and concluded tomorrow, is held under the auspices of the commercial bodies of
the southern states interested in tbe!
'
matter.

at. diverting

BARONET'S SON TO WED
London, Sept. 17. Among the passengers sailing for New York today
who is going
was James llope-Nelsoto St. Louis to claim as his bride Miss
Isabelie Valle of that city. The marriage will add another to the already
long list of alliances between Ameri-

can girls and English
Is the eldest son
The bridegroom-elec- t
and heir of Sir William
baronet, who is a wealthy steamship
owner. It is, understood that the wed
ding of Miss Valle and Mr.
will take place in St. Louis early
next month.
title-holder-

Hope-Nelso-

Hope-Nel-bo- u

MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL LEAGUE

in the City of Las Vegas, State of
New Mexico.
Under the negligent m
"Whereas:
thod now prevailing in caring for
ashes and chimneys, there is great
danger of loss by fire within the
City of Las Vegas: Therefore,
Be it Ordained by the City Council
of the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico:
Section 1. It shall be the duty of
every resident of the said City of Las
Vegas, in whose house, or upon whose
premises, ashes are produced or kept
to provide for the care and
of such ashes, and to cause the
and safely lc?pt
same to be impr-imdeas in this orcl'nm " provided.
stored in some
Such ash' - shall
:'l Vw box, or can, pit,
metal, or
either of
or receptacle composed
stone, brick, concrete, corrugated or
other iron, or metal substance constructed and continuously kept ia
g

me

more than Forty Dollars; and

e

OPTIC

75he
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,

the fire department and to insure
better protection from loss by fire

Jackson, Mich., Sept. 17. Mayors
and other officials of numerous cities
'here
throughout the state assembled
with
wrestle
problems of
today to
mutual interest and Importance. The
occasion is the annual meeting of the
Michigan League of Municipality's
Among the subjects to be discussed
during the three days' sessions are
play grounds, civic improvements, the
commission plan of government, municipal lighting and water supply.

17, 1913.
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BOSTON HAS A BIRTHDAY
ORDINANCE NO. 362
Boston, Sept. 17. Boston was 2S3
of
ordinance
An
celebration
in
relating to ashes, fires
old
and
today
years

the anniversary Mayor Fitzgerald arranged for a 'get together party"
in Faneuil hall for the purpose of
booming the ancient city. Boston was
settled in 1630 by Puritan colonists
under John Winthrop. Soon after the
settlement was made the origiual
name of Trlmountaine was changed
to that of Boston, after the Lincolnshire town whence many of the colonists had come. The city was incorporated February 23, 1S22.

for each
subsequent offense shall be flined not
less than Twenty-fiv- e
Dollars nor
more than One Hundred Dollars.
Section S. This ordinance may be
enforced by criminal prosecution in
the name of the City of Las Vegas,
in the usual form of such cases, by
proceedings before any justice of the
peace, or police judge, holding office
within said city, and it shall be the
duty of such official to strictly enforce
this ordinance.
Section 6. It is hereby made the
duty of the chief of the fire department of said city, with such assistance as he may call to his aid, Imme- dlately after this ordinance takes ef
fect and at all other proper times, to
stoveinspect all flues, chimneys,
he
that
conduits
and
smoke
pipes
duit.
may believe to be dangerous, and reSection 3. It shall be the duty of quire them to be put into good and
every tenant or person occupying any safe condition. He shall also Inspect
ijuildins or structure in said city to all premises whereon ashes are kept
store and keep at all times in such land from time to time make all in
receptacles all ashes produced in or spections and take all necessary steps
about such building, structure or the (for the enforcement of this ordinance
ordin
premises wherein the same are situate All" fines collected under this
and when proper receptacles are pro- ance shall be paid over to the Are de
vided as in this ordinance required partment of the City of Las Vegas
In mak
by the owners of premises, all occu- as compensation for services
pants thereof shall be liable, under ing such Inspections and In enforcing
this ordinance, for each and every this ordinance.
the
Section 7. This ordinance shall be
failure to store and impound
ashes In such receptnele as in this in full force and effect from and" after
its passage and publication as requirordinance required.
Section 4. Any person, whose duty ed by law.
F.neeated this 10th day of Septemit is to comply with the requirements
A. D. 1913.
or
ber
shall
fail
who
of this ordinance,
duties
of
to
the
Approved,
any
perform
neglect
ROBERT J. TAITPERT,
in this ordinance required, shall, on
'
Mayo.'.
conviction of such failure, be fined in Attest:
Clerk.-CI IAS. TAMME,
a sum not. less than Ten Dollars oi

such form and condition as to safely
bold such ashes in such manner as to
revent dangor by fire therefrom. All
ashes on such premises shall be stor
ed in such receptacle by the person
or persons on whose premises suc'a
ashes are produced or kept.
Section 2. It shall be the duty of
flu-sthe owner of every chimney,
In
conduit
stove-pipsmoke
or other
said city,' to see that the same is constructed of good and proper material
and workmanship, and that it Is, at all
times, kept in such good and safe
condition as to protect the building or
strueture for which the same is used,
and other adjacent and nearby build- ings, from danger by fire, which might
result from any faulty, negligent or
Improper condition of such chimney,
or other smoke conflue, stove-pip1
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Regular communication first and
third Thursdir in
sach month. Vtgitlng
brothers cordially touted. Wm. P. Mills,
H, 8 .an Petten, Secretary.

MOOSE

Meets second an;!
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary!
fourth

C;

tiin

Wanted

,

ELKS Meets second and
FOR SALE Good gentle saddle pony
fourth Tuesday evening of each
cheap. Inquire at Y. M. C. A,
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
FOR SALE Four room house and are cordially Invited.
Gov. Wm. J.
sun room, two lots, well, city Mills, Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon.
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
Secretary.
244, East Las Vegas.

.jj

L. O. O.

1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. AH vkHing
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- brethren
cordially invited to attend.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con V. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.;
vocation first Monday In T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
each month at Masonic Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewrr
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. Love at Woodmen of the World
hall,
8. Meets first and third Frldavs on the second and fourth
Mondays of
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs. each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Montague, Local Deputy.
Visiting
Main 329.
are especially welcocja a"d
members
WANTED-Ma- n
on ranch to
milk
cordially Invited.
cows for his board. Inquire Optic. FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
102 Meets every Monday night at
NURSE wants case of sickness; con- O. R. C.
hall, on Douglas avenue at
LOCAL TIME CARD
finement
physician's 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
preferred;
recommendation. 918 Lincoln
J. C. Wertz, Presi
dially welcome.
Eas. Ecund
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H.
Arrive
Bally, Treasurer,
Depart

FOR SALE

Thoroughbred bull pups
'

T. A. Akers.

P9fi

if

2,

M.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B, Meets
every first Tuesday of the month in the vestry rooms
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO 2. of
Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p.
KNIGHTS TEMPI.ARRa. m.
Visiting brothers are cordially" inlar conclave nec, 4 Tuea- - vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
each month at Ma- - Greenclay, Secretary.
day
owe Temple at 7:80 9. m G. H.
KtnkeL JB.
Cha. Tarome,
1. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
W. M.,

B.

I-

LODGE NO.
A.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate1 six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two

lines

AND CAFh

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUM
TOR

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

II

RATES

LOBBY

R est

P.

O.

.

p. m
p.

m.... 11:05
m... .2:10

p. m.
p. m.
a. m.

2:10

p. m.

9: If;

a.
p. m
West Bound

.

Arrive
No.
No.
No.

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
t urth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

9:10
.11:05
. 2:05
. 1:45

No.
No.
No
No. 10.

1..
3..
7..

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

.
.
.

9....

p.

a.

Depart

m... 1:45
m... 6:15
m... 4:30

p.
p. m.

p.

in.

a. tn.
p. m.
m

7:00 p.

ATTORNEY
HUNKER

& HUNKER
A.

Hunker.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
Attorneys-at-LaSECURtake some KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF
also
housekeeping;
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
boarders. 903 Main avenue.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DENTISTS
FURNISHED cottage for rent. 417
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Eighth.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
Ladies always welcome.
Dentist
ROOM and board for gentlemen In
FinanD.
A.
Tillman,
President;
Dental work of any description at
private family. Mrs. Noyes, :02 cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Main.
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
138
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main
Mexico
New
FOR RENT Five room furnished cot- - East Las Vegas, N. M.
Las
East
Vegas,
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.

I

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.

8

George

A.

Hunker. Chester

GRYSTML EGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
i
50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery,

FOR RENT' To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.
FOR RENT Rooms over York's

Las

FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

Veas Ice

& Storage Co.

200 Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

Lost
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Adenoids are a Menace to Children
Adenoids result from a succession
of colds In babies and young children.
They spoil the mental and physical
life of a child. The condition that
causes them may easily be avoided by
careful parents. Quickly and thor
oughly cure all colds and throat irri- tations by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

'REACT
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RETAIL PRICES

LOST Lady's gold watch and chain.
on Douglas avenue or Sixth street.
Saturday. Return to 1030 Fifth St.
and receive reward.

M

AG U

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m-

n "v9 TP f?)

A

CARRIAGE

T,,r

"iTTirtsnvr

"im

COMINQ

iui

ivnup rrnoo

SIGN PAINTING
"Tirr n ipifi

COP HVC"

Jl

N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

Ibi

lb.
lb.

100

PUR A COMPANY

1

ANT Ads
Are Best

.

i
Classified ad, search out the people to mtxom among
la
worth
motv
those who MIGHT BIT the particular UtUg

r.

That property yon waat to sell is WORTH MOST 10 omw
nd womld merer Seer
who reads the ads. in this airspaper
your property unlesa it were advertised

anaer ads.

aere.

(at

in this newspaper wamt
books, automobiles, ised maehUery
and furniture, artlclaa of vsaulneas of aay sort, and misieal ta
Others, who read and

AMD

lb.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

are anxious

AUTOMOBILE,

lb

100
100
100
100

Harvesters, 8torer, and Distributors of Natural Ice. th Purity
lasting Qualities I Which Hav Made Las Vega Jamou.

Facing a Serious Proposition
The man' or woman who nas kidney
trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave complications readily follow neglect.
Foley Kidney Pills are
an honest curative medicine that once
taken Into your system mean restored
health and strength. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.

18:15

20c per
25c per
..30c per
40c per
v.. 50c per

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 Iba., Each Dolivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

to

par

tun lor)

itrumeat.
Am the classified ad, are read ay all tosali bayect, el ail jo
aihla sorts ef titlasa, they save eons to b Cad en pt ta bed mm-Sets.
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the
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Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for 'yZnZ for which I agree
to pay in advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for tyZZ for which I agree
to pay in advance $
Name,

V

Address

Address
be
given absolutely free to

,

Go-Cyc-
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Go-Cyc-

to

le
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CICHT

We invite every good dresser to
on an Adler Rochester suit or
Adv.
overcoat, Taichert'B.

try

LOCAL NEWS

BO THESE COLD MORNINGS

Regular dance at F.

REMIND YOU OF

--

China, tomorrow afternoon at the
at 6:51 home of Mrs. J. H. Stearns. All persons interested in mission work are
invited to be present.
See my line before buying ycur fall
hat. Swellest in the city, cheapest
According to, O. L. Hargrove, volunin price. Mrs. U P. Wright, 509 teer weather observer at the New
Mexico Normal University, the tem
Sixth street. Adv.
perature last night dropped to 35 deFinch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged grees, which Is unusually cool for
In wood. Direct from the distillery this season of the year. The coolest
to you. At the Iybby, of course.
temperature so far recorded this fall
Adv. was on Friday night, when the thermometer registered 32. Frost has ocThe Ladies' Aid society of the First curred on several occasions.
Christian church will meet tomorrow
The entertainment committee of the
morning at 9:30 o'clock at the Tabernacle for the purpose of making com- Elks' lodge has made a contract with
forts. All members are requested to the management of the Byron Trouba-dor- s
for a concert here on the evenbe present.
of
November 5. The Troubadors
ing
Miss Blanche Markel of Pennsylva- were here last fall and delighted a
nia has entered the employ of the In- large audience. Undoubtedly they
as will be greeted by all who heard them
vestment and Agency company
last year and by many more, on their
vacatthe
place
stenographer, taking
second appearance in Las Vegas.
ed by Thomas Truder, who resigned
to return to college.
THE FARMERS' INSTITUTE
to the fact that the agriculturDue
have
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Lehmann
are
ists
unusually busy the attendance
leased the Albert apartments in the
farmers'
institute, held this
at
the
avenue.
Wheeler building on Douglas
club
Commercial
In
the
afternoon
They expect to take possesion at once,
A
was
small.
representative
rooms,
The
with Mrs. Lehmann in charge.
number of agriculturists, however, atplace will be repapered and repainted
and will no doubt
and put in the best possible condition. tended the meeting
to be derived.
benefits
full
the
receive
conto
intend
The Lehmanns sa,y they
demonstratM.
H.
agricultural
Bainer,
duct a first class rooming house.
or for the Santa Fe, accompanied by
L. Johnson, also connected witn
Under the' direction of Mayor Lo L.
this
department, and H. H. Simpson of
renzo Delgado of the Town of Las
animal
the
husbandry department of
is
being improv
Vegas, Bridge street
Mexico Agricultural college,
New
the
ed. Holes are being filled, hummocks
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
are being cut down and the thoroughto
address the meeting. It is possible
fare made as near level as possible.
another of the Institute meetings
that
The movement for the paving of the will
be held1 in the near future when
supwith
street is meeting
hearty
the farmers can attend without being
port, and there is said to be but little forced to abandon their fields.
audoubt but that the paving will be
thorized by the property owners.
ENGINEER SAVES TRAIN
Yesterday evening while Santa Fe
Tha meeting of citizens to boost the train No. 2 was
nearing Elota station
county fair, which was held last night several miles east of Bernalillo, the
in the court house, was well attendee!
cnTineer perceived in the distance a
and enthusiastic. It was found that cloud of smoke. He watched the cloud
a large number of citizens are willing
until he had arrived within several
to give their time and money toward
hundred feet and then saw that a
making the fair a success. Sufficient bridge was on fire. The emergency
money has been raised to offer a good brakes were
applied, and the train
list of premiums and pay all expenses was
within a short distance,
stopped
and the farmers are beginning to pre of the
burning bridge. This avoided
pare their exhibits. The fair will be what
might have been a serious acciheld In the armory.
dent, as the train was running at a
speed of 50 miles an'' hour when the
Yesterday afternoon at 12:05 o'clock brakes, were applied. The bridge was
Vincent Eugene, the baby son of Mr.
burned completely and all Santa Fe
and Mrs. H. C. Emmett, died at the
were delayed as a result.
trains
age of 16 months. The child had
Nos. 1, 7, and 9 out of Las
Trains
been ill for the past several weeks.
were delayed, while those comVegas
Mr. Emmett, the father, is employed
ing this way, Nos. 2, 4, and 8 were
by the Santa Fe Railway company, as also
The bridge burned at
delayed.
section foreman. Accompanied by the
3:30 o'clock according to the official
father and mother and three older
information received here this mornchildren the body was sent today to
Trains Nos. 2, 4 and 8 arrived
,
the birthplace of the child, Stong-hust- ing.
in Las Vegas within a space of 30
111., where burial will occur.
minutes, at about S o'clock this mornThe bridge was temporarily reThe following fourth class postmas- ing.
and ready for traffic at 3 o'ters have been commissioned by the paired
It is not known
clock
this
morning.
postal department: Richard C. Dillon how the fire
The engioriginated.
at Encino; Marcus A. Breach at
could not be learned.
name
neer's
Rebecca Slack at Holloway;
Christopher A. Golie at Park Springs;
Jose C. Romero at Tampas; William
A. Cloman at Tularosa; Van A. Pol- TWiTCIiELL'S
LtCTUKE
lock at Tyrone. A new postoffice has
been established at Park Springs,
TO BE EnTlttEtf
known to the residents of Las Vesas
as Gallinas Springs, and Christopher
Goke has been selected as postmaster.
ILLUSTRATED BY IN-

MAPLE SYRUP?
WE HAVE

Pure Sorghum
Pure Maple Sap
Pure N. 0. Molasses
Honey

earns' Store
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IBTICE TO THE PUBLIC

after this date: September

On and

THE HOTEL
M

15, 1913

ROW

will be run on the European Plan, with a la
Carte Service In Dining Room

PRICES MODERATE
B

i

We

Cater to:

Banquets
Wedding Parties
Lectures
Dances
Club Dinners
Etc. Etc.
Musicals

YOUR PATRONAGE IS
.

SOLICITED

I
8

En-de-

i

LESSEE

mi

AT

T!!E

IF

BEST

OF

YOU HAVE NOT

HAD

THE HOME OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

CANNED YOUR FRUIT

Reports received in Las Vegas today were to the effect that W. F. Calhoun, who wras seriously injured yesterday morning when the corn cutter
he was driving cut a gash several
inches in length in his head and neck,
Dr.
showed signs cf Improvement.
F. H. Craii stated this morning that

YET YOU

BETTER START IT. THIS WILL BE ABOUT THE

LAST WEEK CF PEACHES

ETCJN

Mr. Calhoun

ALL PROBABILITY

was slowly improving.

The chief and most serious feature
of the accident was the great loss of
blood. His chances were considered
poor last night, but this morning he"1
was better. He doubtless will recover.

You can buy your Bread, Cakes, Cookies, Fried Cakes,
Doughnuts, and all Bakers Goods vliile you are doiojj
your canning at our store. There is none better in
Las Vejjas

FELIPE SANDOVAL
THE HEATER YOU WILL

BURIED TODAY

The women of the First PresbyterHali tonight. ian church will listen to an address
by Miss Vaughn, a missionary from

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

HOT CAKES AND

Buckwheat Flour

Ady.

IS-
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James Keifer and Fred Morgan, two
youths who are beating their way
from Chicago to Los Angeles, were detained last night by Santa Fe Officer
Railsbach on the charge of vagrancy.
HAYWARD
GRAAF
THE
They were sentenced to serve 60 days
in jail by Judge D. R. Murray, but
the sentence was suspended on the
STO R.
condition that they leave the city at
once. Willie Thorpe also was arrested last niiht and when brought before
best of care of himself for the past Jud?e Murray this morning pleaded
BATTLING CHICO HERE
few weeks. He is anxious to meet guilty to a charge of drunkenness. He
Battling Chico, of Los Angeles, ac- Benny Chavez but not unless the Til- paid the costs of the case and was
.
companied by L. J. Benjamin and G. iuadite will make the necessary-weight- released-- IT was arrested by Officer
Chico will return from Den- Jesse Hunzaker.
S. Jlaliette, passed through Las
this afternoon on his way to Den- ver Sunday and go to Santa Fe where
ver, whero he has been matched to ho will second for Young Rivers. Ha
fiht Earl Puryear before the State stated that he would probably come to
Athletic club ji est Friday night. Chico Lns Vegas within the next two weeks
The Idea! Mountain Resort
expressed himself as confident of vic- and would like to fight before the loPhones Main 20 and Olive 5174
tory in Denver, and no doubt will cal club. Arrangements for a battle
All Year Round Resort
Tie is in fit condition ivill be looked after by Promoter
wake sood.
a
and Bays that lie lias been taking the j Charles O'ilalley,

h

E

-

Ve-i'.i- s

EL PORVENIR

IT WILL BE
TERESTING

STEREOPTICON
SLIDES

LAS VEGAS MAN KILLED
VER WAS A SPANISH
VETERAN

A

THIS WINTER

THE FIRESIDE HOT BLAST

IN DEN-

WAR

THIS STOVE WILL NEARLY PAY FOR
ITSELF IN THE FUEL IT SAVES

That the man known as Phillip Sandoval, who was killed in Denver on
Thursday of last week, was Felipe
Sandoval, formerly of Las Vegas, wr.s
definitely established yesterday when
Mrs. Pablita Sandoval, mother of tin
slain young man, received a message
from another son, M. H. Sandoval.
When the death of Sandoval was first
reported the press dispatches stated
the man was a resident of California,
but The Optic, finding, his description
tallied so closely with that of Felipe
Sandoval, declared that the victim of
the shooting scrape undoubtedly was
the Las Vegas boy.
Felipe Sandoval's folk here were
loath to believe that it was he who
had been killed. They thought the
young man was in Pueblo. It was not
until yesterday, when the body was
positively Identified, that the mother
was led to give up her hope that her
Bon was Btlll alive. The Sandoval fam
Sevily has had Its share of sorrow.
vioa
met
father
the
eral years ago
lent death when he was run down by
a train.
The funeral of Felipe Sandoval was
held this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock In
It was conducted by the
Denver.
Spanish-AmericaWar Veterans association.
M. H. Sandoval says his brother was
a full blooded Spaniard, born and reared in New Mexico, says yesterday's
Denver Post. He served as a trumpeter for Company H of the Thirty-fourtinfantry during the
war and acted as interpreter for General Lawson in the Phi'ip-pinesHe was honorably discharged
from the army.

Investigate before buying. The best
stove at any price

"5

' 8

We have a large line of second
hand heaters on which we can save

money.

J. C. JOHNSEN
'

;i!9ptir!tiit:r?k--

&

SON

BUY AN AUTO OIL (VERY WAGON

Insure Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Exgsenma
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliahle in operation cheaper than horse power

n

Spanish-America-

.

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars

from

CHARLES ILFELO COMPANY, Agent

The Ladies' Aid society of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
will meet tomorrow afternoon with
Mrs. James O'Byrne, West Douglas
avenue. The meeting will begin at
2:30 o'clock. All members are urged
to be present.

THE OLD RELIABLE

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv.
at the Opera Bar.

BAIN WAGON

FMIINGTON HOPES
TO STRIKE OIL
BE SUNK TO DEPTH
OF 3,000 FEET; COAL MINE
OPENED

WELL WILL

Farmington, N. M., Sept. 17. Farm-ingtois confidently expecting to Increase its resources by utilizing what
nature has placed beneath it. A coal
mine has been opened within a short
distance of the oil well which is being
sunk. This will afford plenty of fuel
to carry on the work, which Superintendent J. O. Noggle says will not end
until the well has reached a depth of
3,000 feet. It is expected, however,
that oil will be struck before that
depth is attained. One shift is at
work on the well, but another will be
installed as soon as the subscription
list, which is growing rapidly, has attained sufficient proportions.
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Monday night at the Duncan opera
house will be given another of the
series of lectures for the benefit of
the Las Vegas hospital. This lecture
will be "The Soldiers of the Cross"
and will be ' delivered by the well
known and popular lecturer, Colonel
Ralph E. Twitchell. Mr. Twitchell in
preparing this lecture has made it
more comprehensive than any other
talk on a similar subject ever given
by him. He1 has talked about the ac- S
tivities of the early missionaries in
New Mexico, Out each time he bring3
out new and1 more Interesting things.
The lecture will deal with the work
of the Franciscans, the New Mexico
missions, which are the oldest in the
United States, the destruction of these
missions and various other things
that would prove of intense interest
to every citizen of New Mexico or any
other state. Colonel Twitchell will
illustrate his lecture by the use of a
number of valuable slides which have
been shown in New Mexico but few
times and never in Las Vegas. These
slides were obtained by Mr. Twitchell at great cost and are considered 1
among the most valuable of his possessions. The tickets for this lecture
will be placed on sale the litter part
of this week. An unusually 'ar"e a"d"
ience is expected to attend this excellent evening's entertainment.
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Col. R.E. TWITCHELL, Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS
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Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6

I PER. BASKET

Subscribe for Tbe Optio
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SEASON TICKETS...;......;.
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SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

BOUCHEH'S

$1.50
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